Photographic Safaris -

Desert and Delta Editions…

A photographers Paradise Photographic Safaris in Botswana
-

The wonders of an African Safari….. Opportunities
for photography enthusiasts are endless,
Botswana provides the perfect place for wildlife
photography with its great diversity and beautiful
backdrops. We welcome adventure minded
photographers to join Semunyeni, where we focus
on capturing that perfect moment in time, those
moments that not many get to experience. Take
nothing but photos and make nothing but
memories.
Semunyeni presents an unique opportunity that
allows you to design your own PRIVATE TAILOR

MADE photographic safari. We have various
destinations and accommodation types available
that allow you to truly experience the beauty
Botswana has to offer, all from your tents door

Desert Photographic Safari - From the Black maned Lions to Baines Baobabs…that moment is
waiting to be captured!
Destinations: Central Kalahari National Park
: Makgadigadi National Park
: Nxai Salt Pans
Capturing magic in the Kalahari Desert is photographing
that Black maned Lion making eye contact with you
through your lense, its clicking away as the Honey
Badgers use their claws to dig up scorpions or simply lying
flat in the vast Nxai Salt pans getting that panoramic shot
of the 6000 year old Baines Baobabs. Getting up close
and personal with that best the desert has to offer
creates a truly memorable experience in a landscape
that is under appreciated and still needs to be explored.
Want to experience these captivating scenes yourself?
S t a r t p l a n n i n g y o u r n e x t P r i v a t e Ta i l o r - m a d e ,
Photographic Safari with a click of a button!

Delta Photographic Safari - Wild Dog pups,,Lions on the chase,, Elephants bathing in the
river…it’s just the Delta Dream
Destinations: Moremi Game Reserve
: Khwai Conservancy
When is the best time to go? Pack your bags from May
through to September.
When you’re in the Okavango, heading into Northern
Botswana, you’ll fall headlong into a majestic
landscape where animals still roam as free as before
time. If you love being in the middle of nowhere,
where the lack of coms and social media clears your
mind, you have a moment to appreciate how raw
nature can be when it is just you, the animals and a
camp under a tree. The leopards and lions walking
through camp, to share your shower space with a
feeding elephant and to hear the bark of the distant
antelopes create the perfect opportunity to be one
on one with nature - a photographers dream.

Accommodation
While designing your own exclusive Tailor-made Safari, we
have various accommodation options based on your
wants and needs. We have our glamorous camping
option which takes luxury and comfort to the next level. A
home away from home.
Dont want to go so big? We have our Senior Dome tents, a
comfortable, space conscious yet spacious enough to
move freely.

Your Tailor-Made Safari
is waiting for you.
For more information or
enquiries, please feel free
to contact:

info@semunyeni.com
or visit:

www.semunyeni.com
Facebook
Instagram
Pintrest

